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[15] and [12], and a Lyapunov function is proposed 
to study the convergence of the consensus algo
rithms. In [6] and [20], necessary and sufficient 
conditions for an appropriate decentralized linear 
stabilizing feedback are established.

In [16], the problem of flocking with obstacles is 
addressed, where flocking is defined as achieving 
both structural and navigational stability. The sys
tems considered are restricted to have integrator 
dynamics, and stability results are not presented.

A feedback control strategy that achieves con
vergence of a MAS, for single-integrator dynamics, 
with a desired formation and avoiding collisions is 
proposed in [1]. A connection between formation 
infeasibility and a sort of fiocking is established. 
Consensus of multiple autonomous vehicles is ad
dressed in [7], by using virtual leaders and artificial 
potential fields among neighboring vehicles. Re
sults are also restricted to vehicles with integra
tor dynamics. A decentralized dynamic controller 
dealing with the problem of cooperation among a 
collection of vehicles is presented in [3] and [9].

The problems of consensus (synchronization), 
model-reference, and regulation for a network of 
identical multi-input, multi-output linear MAS are 
considered in [22]. That work proposes a dis
tributed protocol to solve such problems for net
work Laplacian topologies and asymmetric topolo
gies.

In [2], consensus output regulation of network 
connected MAS is addressed. Every agent is rep
resented by a nonlinear system, and has identical

Abstra£t. Th؛s paper presents the des؛gn of a distributed 
control ؛aw for the output regulation and output consen
sus of a set of N  agents. In this approach, each agent 
dynamics is represented by a switched linear system. 
The representation of the agents is neither constrained 
to be the same nor to have the same state dimension, 
and communication among agents is considered to be 
switching. It is also considered that some agents get 
the reference to be followed from the output of a virtual 
agent, and every agent gets the output information of its 
neighbors. Using this information, every agent computes 
the exosystem state to solve its individual regulation 
problem. The approach herein proposed employs a local 
switched stabilizing feedback for each agent based on 
a common Lyapunov function. A numerical example is 
provided in order to illustrate the proposed control law.

Keywords. Distributed control, multi-agents, switched 
linear systems, regulation.

1 Introduction

In recent years, consensus in multi-agent sys
tems (MAS) has attracted considerable attention in 
Computer Science and Control Theory since it al
lows to solve complex problems such as formation 
control with trajectory tracking.

Some previous results related to consensus 
problems in MAS are introduced in [14] and [4], 
where an overview of methods for convergence 
and analysis of consensus algorithms are pre
sented. The development of consensus algorithms 
for linear and nonlinear systems is presented in
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of the agent dynamics, the application of previ
ous results on regulation of MAS with switching 
topologies based on the canonical internal model is 
not straightforward and the existence of a solution 
cannot be guaranteed.

This paper presents the design of a distributed 
control law for a class of switched linear MAS, with 
switching communication topologies, where the 
output is the only information transmitted between 
the agents, and only a subset of them has access 
to the reference (output of the virtual agent). The 
virtual agent can be imagined as a transmitter pro
viding the trajectory information for the group of 
agents or a real agent already regulated. The com
munication among the agents can be represented 
by a switching graph, containing a spanning tree. 
Given that the present approach focuses on output 
consensus, each of the agents is allowed to have 
different dynamics and state dimension.

In order to reach output consensus, the agents 
should have the same output dimension and it 
is considered that each agent has to follow the 
same reference provided by an exosystem, whose 
structure is known. Under such assumption, ev
ery agent is capable of computing the exosystem 
state by means of an observer. This approach 
is similar to the one presented in [18], however, 
the difference with the present work is that here, 
the observer depends only on the outputs of the 
neighbors of each agent. The proposed approach 
starts by computing a local feedback control law for 
all the linear systems that compose the switching 
dynamics of an agent. Such local feedback control 
is computed to ensure the existence of a com
mon Lyapunov function to all linear systems of the 
agent, and this global Lyapunov function is used 
to guarantee the stability of the switched regulation 
and consensus error

This work is organized as follows. Preliminary 
results used for the aims of this work are presented 
in Section 2, along with some basic notation. In 
Section 3, the problem of distributed output con
sensus and output regulation of multi-agent sys
tems under switching communication topologies is 
defined. The main result and its development is 
shown in Section 4. An illustrative example is pre
sented in Section 5, and finally, some conclusions 
are presented in Section 6.

dynamics. A consensus control design is proposed 
to ensure the convergence of all the agents to the 
same desired output trajectory by exploiting the 
internal model approach. The control design uses 
only the relative outputs of the agents, and it does 
not require the estimation of agent state variables.

The cooperative output regulation of linear MAS 
is considered in [17], where only a subset of sub
systems can access the reference exogenous sig
nal. The problem is solved by means of the design 
of distributed observers, and a dynamic full infor
mation distributed control scheme.

The simultaneous problem of consensus and 
trajectory tracking of linear multi-agent systems is 
considered in [11], where the dynamics of each 
agent is represented by a single-input single-output 
linear system and neither the structure nor the 
dimension of the representation of the agent dy
namics are restricted to be the same. This problem 
was solved by a distributed control strategy, where 
the trajectory and the formation of the agents are 
achieved asymptotically even in the presence of 
switching communication topologies and smooth 
formation changes.

An approach to regulation of multi-agent linear 
systems is presented in [18], where the authors 
demonstrate zero tracking error under switching 
topologies using observers, but each agent ob
server is based on the exosystem output and on 
the states of the observers of its neighbors. In 
[21], the regulation of MAS with uncertainties on 
the matrices of the system is addressed. The 
results presented in that paper assure zero tracking 
error even when only a subset of the systems 
has access to the reference signal based on an 
internal model approach. The robust regulation of 
multi-agent linear systems considering uncertain
ties is addressed in [19]. The results obtained pro
vide sufficient conditions for multi-agent zero track
ing error under switched communication topologies 
based on a canonical internal model approach.

Problems related to multi-agent formation have 
been extensively undertaken, however as far as 
the authors know, the problem of solving simulta
neously output regulation and output consensus of 
multi-agent switched linear systems has not been 
addressed before, and given the switched nature
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{Σ ι,  Σ 2, · · · , Σ  s a collection of linear systems؛ {^
of the form

Í

Jt

(1)
where at : [،0 , )ص ب  { { , . . . ,  k } is the switching sig
nal that determines the evolving linear dynamics,
x (t) £ R” , u(t) £ Rm, y(t) £ R ؟ , are the state, 
input and output variables, respectively, and A j t , 
B j t  and C , at £ { ,ل . . . , k } are constant matrices 
of appropriate dimensions.

Remark 1 In systems as (1), it is often considered 
that y(t) =  Cj t x (t), but for the objective o f this 
work we restrict ourselves to consider systems of 
the form (1) with Cj t  =  C for all a t £ { . ,ل . . ,  k}.

2.2.1 Lyapunov S tab ility

The switched linear system (1) under a state feed
back control

u(t) =  - K j t x (t), (2)

is uniformly asymptotically stable if there exist a 
positive constant g and a class K L  function /  such 
that for all switching signals a t the solutions of (1) 
with |x(0)| ك g satisfy

|x(t)| ك / (|x(0)|,t), v t >  0. (3)

If the inequality (3) is valid for all switching sig
nals and all initial conditions, the system (1) under 
a state feedback control (2) is globally uniformly 
asymptotically stable (GUAS).

A positive definite continuously differentiable 
function V  : R”  »  R is a common Lyapunov 
function for the family of systems F  if there exists 
a positive definite continuous function و  : R”  »  R 
such that

d x  (A jt -  B j t K j t ) x (t) ك -Q (x ( t) ) ,  Vx(t), Vat.

(4)
Then, the following result on stability can be 

stated.

Lemma 1 (Theorem 2.1 [8]) If all systems in 
the family F  with control (2) share a radially 
unbounded common Lyapunov function V (x ( t) ) , 
then the switched system (1) is globally uniformly 
asymptotically stable (GUAS).

2 Notation and Preliminaries

2.1 Graph Theory and Com m unication 
Topology

The exchange of information among the agents 
of a system is commonly described by a graph 
G = م)  , Φ, A ), where ص is a set of nodes (agents), 
Φ £ ص X ص is a set of edges that connect a 
node to another (self edges are not allowed), and 
A  =  [ م,في ب ] £ R " xN is its adjacency matrix contain
ing positive weights describing the relationships 
among nodes. The Laplacian L will be defined 
as L =  diag { Σ "=1 a i j  · · ·  -  A . An
edge (Vj , Vj ) £ Φ means that node Vj  can get 
information from node Vj . If an edge (Vj , Vj ) is 
contained in Φ, this implies that the term a j i  of 
the adjacency matrix is different from zero and 
vice versa, nevertheless, it does not imply that 
the edge (v ·̂, Vj ) is also contained in Φ. The set 
of neighbors of node i will be denoted by Θ = ؛؛  
{ν ·̂ : (v ·̂, Vj ) £ Φ, j  = . ,ل  . . ,  N } and by pj = |Θί| its 
cardinality.

Let G be a connected graph in which no cycles 
exist; then it is called a tree. A graph G is said to 
have a spanning tree if every one of its nodes and a 
subset of its edges form a tree, which means that at 
least one of the nodes has a communication path 
to every other node.

In this work, given that switching communica
tion topologies are considered, a switching graph 
becomes necessary. A switching graph will be 
defined as Get = Φ ,ص)  ^ , A et), where Qt : [t0, «  ص) 
{ل , . . . , γ }  is the switching signal that determines 
the communication topology at time t. It will be 
considered that the set of nodes ص is constant and 
that the condition (vj , V̂ ·) £ Φ ^ ^  (v ·̂, Vj ) £ Φ^ 
is met. The set of neighbors of node i at time 
t, Θ ^ ، , will be defined analogously as Θ ^، =
{Vj : (Vj, Vj) £ ^ t , j  = ل   . . . , N } and Píst = ه|  ه  |
its cardinality.

Output Regulation and Consensus o f  a

2.2 Switched Linear System s

A Switched Linear System (SLS) V =  (F , at ) 
is a hybrid dynamical system where F  =
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Hypothesis 1 (H1) System (5) is antistable, i.e. 
all the eigenvalues o f S have nonnegative realpart.

Hence, it is guaranteed that the reference will never 
tend to zero and will be continuously changing.

Hypothesis 2 (H2) The pair (R, S) is detectable

Hypothesis 3 (H3)
a) System (1) with control (2) has a common 

Lyapunov function.
b) There exists a solution matrix ٩ · to the follow

ing equation

Πσ،S =  (A at -  B atκ σ، )Πσ، +  B atr j
0 =  CΠ σ، — R σ، = .k , · · · ,ل, 2 

Hypothesis 4 (H4) It will be considered that the 
evolving dynamics o f system (1) and its switching 
instants are always known.

Lemma 3 ([10], Theorem 1) Assume (H1) and 
(H3). Then the ORFI o f switched system (1) is 
solvable only if Vh, σ،, h, σ، =  1,2, · · · , k, the fol
lowing condition holds:

C (A، — B;K ;)™ (n^ — Πσ، ) = 0 ,  
m = = I ق , ··· ,0,1   h, σ،,

where s is the index o f the pair ( C , Α σ، — Β σ، κ σ،).

A mere restrictive condition is given if (A ^  — 
Β σ،κ σ، , C) is observable, as in the following result.

Lemma 4 ([10], Theorem 2) Assume (H1), (H3), 
and that (Ασ، — Βσ، Κσ،, C), σ، =  1,2, ··· , k is
observable. Then the ORFI o f(1 ) is  solvable if  and 
only if Π^ = Πσ،, for h, σ، =  1,2, · · · , k.

From Lemma 3, it is clear that under Hypotheses 
(H1) and (H3) a sufficient condition for the problem 
cf ORFI to be solvable is the following: if the subset 
of observable states of every subsystem ع ر  
is the same, the elements of Π^ corresponding to 
observable states have to be equal to those of Πσ، 
for h, σ، =  1, 2, · · · , k.

A class of SLS systems that satisfies the previ
ous condition is the class of SLS systems of the 
form

This result assures the stability of the SLS sys
tem under any switching sequence. It is important 
to mention that if a common Lyapunov function for 
the SLS is not found, it is not enough proof to 
assert that a SLS is unstable.

The following result from [13] will be used after
wards.

Lemma 2 If there exist a symmetric positive defi- 
Rmx," إ ع Rnxn and matrices ع nite matrix P 

σ، =  {1, ··· , k}, such that

,0 > ^،Β σ، Ζσ، — ZJ، B — ؛،Α σ،P  +  P A

then the switched control law (2) with

,1-Κσ، =  Ζσ، P

assures the closed-loop stability o f the switched
(.1) system

In this way, it is possible to state the problem of 
finding a common Lyapunov function for a SLS 
system as a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) problem 
to compute a switched state feedback.

2.2.2 O utput Regu)ation

Let the system

(5) ،^)،(,S = )،(ث

Rpxp, be an exosystem ع Rp and S ع )،(where ω 
from which a reference yr (،) =  R ^(،) will be de
fined for an SLS system and consider the input to
the SLS as

(6) )،(.Γσ، ω + )،(ء ،u(،) =  —Κσ

Then, from [10], the problem of Output Regula
tion via Full Information for SLS (ORFI) consists in, 
given A ^ , B ^  , C , R, S and having full access to 

and ω(،), finding a feedback control law of the )،(,ء
form (6) such that 

i) system (1) with control (2) is asymptotically 
stable under arbitrary switching laws, and 

of )،(ء ii) for each initial condition x 0, the solution 
system (1) with (6) is such that y(،) — yr (،) tends to 
zero uniformly under arbitrary switching laws.

.Consider the following hypotheses
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and a virtual reference agent whcse dynamics is 
represented by the excsystem (5) with cutput

(10)

,V i.

yo(t) =  Rw(t)

where

Remark 2 It is considered that rank{C i

Let Get be a switching graph representing ccm- 
municaticn amcng the SLS agents cf system (9) tc- 
gether with the excsystem (5) where Qt : [to,ص) >  
{1 , . . . ,  v } is the switching signal that determines 
the evclving ccmmunicaticn tcpclcgy, then the fcl- 
lcwing hypcthesis is assumed.

Hypothesis 5 (H5) The graph ç et does not con
tain loops, (vi , Vj ^ ،,؛Φ ع (  (νό, vi  and ,،,؛Φ ع (
incorporates a spanning tree with root on Vret, the 
reference agent for a given Qt .

Fcr a MAS, the ccnsensus is achieved by the 
states cf the agent if all cf them ccnverge tc the 
same value. In this wcrk cnly the cutput is ccn- 
sidered in the ccnsensus, i.e., it is required that
ال ص د  |yi -  yj | =  0 fcr all i, j  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  N . 
Additicnally, the cutput regulaticn deals with the 
prcblem cf a system fcllcwing an excsystem where 
ل1 ص د  |C x(t) -  Rw(t) | =  0. Ncw, we define the 
switching i -th agent cutput ccnsensus and cutput 
regulaticn errcr as

-  yj ( t))] 

yo (t))].

[(yi (t)
N

(t)

+ م,0ص ب  [(yi (t)
(11)

Ncte that the weight مص ب ق  is zerc if agent i dces 
nct receive infcrmaticn frcm agent j  , similarly, the 
weight م,0ص ب  applies tc the difference between the 
i-th agent cutput and the virtual agent (reference) 
cutput (10). Remember that these weights depend 
cn Qt (the evclving ccmmunicaticn tcpclcgy).

Thus, the prcblem cf distributed cutput regula- 
ticn and cutput ccnsensus cf SLS multi-agent sys
tems under switching interacticn tcpclcgies ccn- 
sists in cbtaining a distributed ccntrcl law such 
that every agent cutput ccnsensus and tracking 
errcr ءء ، (t) tends tc zerc asymptctically under any 
ccmmunicaticn switching sequence cf £t .

This prcblem is addressed and sclved in the next 
secticn.

A 2 O ' اء O
0 X2 + Βι,σ، U

Α6,σ، ٨٢, σ،. _ء3_ ^2,σ،

X1؛
2 X؛

(7)

)x2) ع t ا
،Β 1,σ

ء(آل) :

is a
fcr at =  1,2, · · · , k, where x i( t ) ع 
Rq, X3(t) ع Rn-n , u(t) ع Rm, q <  m,
full rcw rank matrix. The submatrices A 1 and 
represent the ncn-switching part cf the system.

Additicnally, let

0
, Β σ. = R,

_ ι,σ،_
Α 2، =

ا
ا 

A
ج،ى 

η (t) =
x1 (t)
x 2 (t)

(8)

the subsystem

u (t,) ،و σ. X) + ة  ( t؛ = (Xη ( t

.must be ccntrcllable

The values cf Π  ccrrespcnding tc the cbserv- 
able part cf the linear subsystems are determined 
by their ncn-switching part, therefcre they are 
equal fcr every linear subsystem. The subsystem
X3(t) =  Α 7,σ،x 3(t) + و2ءل  ،u(t) represents the uncb- 
servable part cf the system.

The previcus systems (7) are intrcduced tc be 
used in the simulaticn example. It is wcrth ncting 
that the results presented are nct restricted tc such 
systems.

3 Problem Statement

Ccnsider a MAS ccnsisting cf N  agents with differ
ent SLS dynamics cf class (7) described by

,N  
. , ki

.Ui(t) i = 1 , .
^ it =  1,

x i ( t) + ،ةء,ط  
(i x i ( t

È i ( t)؛ 
(y i( t

(9)
where, x i (t) ع Rni is the state, ui (t) ع Rmi the 
ccntrcl, and yi (t) ع R ,the cutput cf the i-th agent ؟
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In order to save space, let us work with the 
(:18) second term in (15) substituting ŷ · as in

ه(بم Σ،ة  y j (،) — Pi،,،R^ i (، ) =  —Pv

.( Σ(،) — دس'(،)) + Cjآل(،}  { R (ω +

(19)
Hence,

ء()، ، ه ؛ة

j (، ) — R^ '  (، ))

ه(بم ،) yj،,، ة ) — Pi 

R^ (، ) +  Σ ،ءيم+

(20)
and

، Λώί(،)، R ،^(،)

)،(·, — ·وص .))،( (21)

y j (،) -

+

Using (21) we can restate the ،-th observer and 
regulation error dynamics (15), (17) as

))،(؛(22)

j (،))

( R j (t)

ر )،(،ت  

(آلمم (،) —

ة = — )، (
P،

+ (

& ،(،)=  Π ،-
ا

+  (A،, )،(.Π ،KjRwj — ء)،(؛(،،B ، ^ ، κ ،  σ - 
(23)

Define the ،-th agent observer-regulation error
as

ص (24) ( [ '،<،؛ = [ ·

and SLS multi-agent observer-regulation error as

(25)&  (،)٦ ،) ξΤ ة(،) )، (

Consider that Hypothesis (H5) is met, then given 
any communication topology £٦٠, there exists an 
order for the systems (٠٦٠), such that the Laplacian 
£ ٦٠ is a lower triangular matrix. Thus, reordering 
the agents according to the order ٠٦٠, the SLS 
multi-agent observer-regulation error dynamics will 
have a block lower triangular form

(26)(t)،()ت

4 Distributed Output Regu)ation and 
Output Consensus Contro)

For ease of notation and without loss of generality, 
consider the controllable part (8) of N  SLS agents 
in the form (7) as in (9).

Given that only a subset of the SLS agents will 
have access to reference (10) and none of them 
to the exosystem state (5), the following observers 
are proposed:

ث ي (ء ) =  Sôi(t) +  - ي ̂ أ  yj ،pis — (ء)  ء(يشع)ر  ,

(12)
where κ، is such that the matrix (S — K،R) is Hur- 
witz. Now, set the distributed output regulation 
control law as

(13)،،Γ ،,σ، ( (،) Uj،ء، (+

1, · · · k،}. Note that control (13) is of form} ع، ،for σ 
(6) and depends on the exosystem observer state

ت.)،(،
Define the ،-th observer error as

ت)،(، = ت)،( — ت,)،(، (14)

hence, its dynamics will be described by

، R ،^(،)y j (، )^،)،(S = ،)،(ث

(15)
Consider that Hypothesis (H3) is met, then the 

،-th agent regulation error can be defined as

(16)Π,)،(^،، — ء،)،( = ء،)،(

and its dynamics is given by

،(t)

، R ^،(،)y j (، )

يثء(،) = (م،بم

ص

(17)

(18)

From (14) and (16), we have that

y،(،) =  C jX j)،(
Π،))،(،;،، + ،)،(ء) ،= C 

 C =، (ء)،(، + Π، (ت)،( — ت)))،(،
ه) + R (ت)،( — ،بم))،( . ء = م
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where
V j( t )= ة(م   P j^ j(t). (32)

Consider V^(t), whose derivative

ارآ(ي) = -اع(م  Q i,Jit ؛ l( t) ,  (33)

is clearly negative, independent from the value of 
 is (t) عThus, the observer-regulation error 1 .(t) ع1
stable. For V2 (t) its derivative is

V2 (t) =  - ^ ( t ) T Q2, j2t £ )؛ t ) + م2ة2سم  و ئ م م(
+ 6 (t)T 1 م2م2,1ع  ( t )

(34)
hence, given the stability of c1(t), the terms with 
1 م2ل  will become zero and the derivative of V2(t) 
will be negative, therefore, the observer-regulation 
error £2(t) is stable. The same reasoning can be 
applied to the rest of the Vj(t)'s:

Vj(t) =  Σ م  ب آل ة م ل ح ت ة(م (t)
ت'ألوج

+  Σ ^ j، t (t)^  p j, t  /^ -t,j£ ;(t) (35)
سمةوج'ت
٤، (م -  Q j,j،t £j(t).

In this way, we conclude that the derivative of the 
common Lyapunov function (31) is negative, and 
as a result, the observer-regulation error (26) is 
stable.

Given that the diagonal blocks are always the 
same for a given agent, the previous procedure can 
be carried out for any order ٠ ^ ,  then function (31) 
is a common Lyapunov function for the observer- 
regulation error system (29), which is thus ulti
mately bounded.

Finally, given the stability of the observer- 
regulation error (29), the following holds in steady 
state

where the matrix A ٦٠ can be described as follows:

(36)

(37)

(38)

= (t) بما  w(t), 

x j ( t ) = n jw(t), 

y j(t) =  Rw(t),

thus, the i-th output consensus and tracking error
■ .j ، t (t) =  0 for i =  1,2, ··· , N>؛

(27)

and

(28)

0
0

ΩΝ ,j

^1,Jlt 0
2̂ j2t,وم2,1 

with indexes according to the order ٠٦٠ 
switched matrix blocks

on its diagonal, where ئ  (t) =  TgtC(t) for Qt =  ^0 
and Tet £ Rs” i xsni is a transformation matrix, 
which changes the order of the agents.

Hence, it is clear that the SLS multi-agent 
observer-regulation error will have switched linear 
dynamics

£(t) =  A ,t e(t), (29)

where A ,  £ Rs” i xs n i.
Now the main result of this work can be stated.

Theorem 1 Let N  SLS agents be o f form (7), 
with a switching communication topology such that 
Hypothesis (H5) is met. Consider also, that Hy
potheses (H1)-(H4) are met, then the distributed 
output regulation and output consensus o f the SLS 
multi-agent system can be solved by a control law 
of form (13).

Proof: Consider an SLS multi-agent system with 
agents of the form (7), an exosystem (5) with output 
(10), and control law (13).

Then, under Hypothesis (H5) and a given order 
٠٦٠, the corresponding SLS multi-agent observer- 
regulation error will have form (26). Given Hypoth
esis (H3), the switched block matrices Í l j j í t  are 
such that there exist positive definite matrices Pj 
and Qj ,j i t , for which the equations

(30)Ω?σ.·، p j +  Ρί Ωί

are met.
A common Lyapunov function for system (26) is 

selected as
N

(31),V j(t),V (t)
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5 Example cyclic sequence {1,2,3,4 ,1, 
fcllcwing Laplacian matrices

0 0  
-1  0 
1 0  
0 1

, 2

0 0 0  
1 0 0  

-1  2 -1
1 0 1

مم1

0 0 0  
2 0 -1

-1  1 0
0 0 1

, مم4

0
-1

1

0 0 0  
0 2 -1
0 0 1  
1 0 0

Ncte that the first rcw ccrrespcnds tc the refer
ence ncde, hence, the minus cne in the first cclumn 
indicates which agent receives the virtual agent's 
cutput.

Let the reference excsystem be

ccnsider the initial ccnditicns

ω(0) = ٠ -إ ٠ 

and take the reference matrix as

[ ة1 . [ أ

Frcm Lemma 2, the stabilizing feedback matri
ces calculated fcr the system by a LMI as in [13] 
are

-0.05
6.31

4.15

31 1.91

2.37

16.. 

46..

ا1,1

The fcllcwing example illustrates the results pre
sented in this paper. Ccnsider 3 agents with the
dynamics

σ،، x i + ui,؟,x i =  Α

yi =  C:'x,':

where

ل Iا,ا  -3
I I

ل1,1

1 0
1 0
7 7C . = [  0 0 0 0 ;

10 - 1 
3 1

[ ؛2 0;

[ 1 1 0 0 ;

with initial ccnditicns

Γ ٦ “ Γ 5 “ ٢  —

٢

3 .324 -
1

- 3 .
, x 2 (0 ) = ;- [؛ , x 3 (0 ) =

ί-؛. ال2ء1 = 1 0.33 0

11.6

[ -1.66 4 O "
1.33 0 0

The ccmmunicaticn tcpclcgy cf the multi-agent 
system, including the systems abcve, is ccnsid- 
ered tc be switching every 250 milliseccnds cn a
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٩٨٨٨٨
٦٥

o ه

-10

Fig. 2. Outputs reaching fcrmat؛cn and tracking

be cbserved that mcst cf the errors tend tه  zerc 
except the dashed lines cn errcrs cf system 2 that 
remain bcunded.

The dashed lines cn the errcrs cf system 2 dc 
nct decay tc zerc because the ccrrespcnding state 
dces nct share the same terms cn the ccrrespcnd- 
ing matrix Π. But this errcr dces nct affect the 
regulaticn given that such a state is nct cbservable.

Time (s)

Fig. 3. Output regulaticn and ccnsensus errcr ei =  Xi
Π,'ώ.

٢ 12.10 32.63 11.27 2.68 "
K3>2 آ -0.49 -4.94 -4.23 4.88 ا  ,

and the ccrrespcnding Γ matrices are given by

0.72

]

0.65 ’

.5 ■

-0.ئ
1؛.

0.7

1.41
3.77

1.83 0

] ,

■

44.6

0.17

4.73
16.87

19.31

Γ1,1 =  [ 

Γ1,2 =  ز 

Γ2 =

Γ3,1 =  \

Γ3,2 =

The references and the traاectه ries cf the cut- 
puts cf the multi-agent system cbtained in simu- 
laticn are shcwn in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. As it 
can be seen, the cutputs ٧٧ and yi>2 fcllcw the 
same tr^ectcry and ccnverge tc the same refer
ence, respectively. The excsystem ω is in this case 
ccmpcsed by a sine functicn 1سم, a ccsine functicn 
ω2, and a ccnstant 1 =  The value cf the .سم3 
reference is attained by every cutput.

6 ConclusionsFig. 1. Outputs reaching fcrmaticn and tracking

This wcrk presented the design cf a distributed 
ccntrcl law fcr cutput ccnsensus and cutput reg- 
ulaticn fcr a grcup cf SLS agents cf class (7) under 
switched ccmmunicaticn tcpclcgies.

Fig. 3 displays the behavicr cf the regulaticn 
errcr (17), while Fig. 4 displays the regulaticn 
errcr with respect tc the state cf the excsystem 
error* =  x* - ه  ω. Frcm these figures, it can
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ن ·
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Fig. 4. Output regulation and consensus error errori = 
xi — n i ω.

The proposed strategy achieves the output reg
ulation and consensus of the SLS multi-agent sys
tem, under switching communication topologies, 
preserving a desired formation even when only a 
subset of the agents has access to the reference, 
and none of them have access to the state of the 
exosystem.

The observer-regulation error stability is guaran
teed by properly selecting the stabilizing error feed
back κ ، >σί، to assure the existence of a common 
Lyapunov function for the ،-th system.

The results of this paper can be extended by 
dropping assumption (H4) applying the results pre
sented in [5]. Also, a study of other control tech
niques in order to deal with discrete communication 
with delays can be performed.
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